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Cartel exemption - Article 101(3) TFEU
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• Competition and sustainability can be in conflict – standard Public Economics

• Restrictions of competition will stimulate sustainability initiatives 
• Exemption of horizontal agreements under Article 101(3) TFEU
• Green merger efficiencies
• Green abuse of dominance – exclusion of a polluting rival?

• Should we expect companies to take more corporate social responsibility (CSR) in 
cooperation than in competition? Conditions? ‘First Mover Disadvantage’

• Focus on sustainability – fighting climate change – CO2-reductions

• For a review, see:

Key Premise behind ‘Green Antitrust’



Updated version available on SSRN, as:
“Green Antitrust: (More) Friendly Fire in 
the Fight against Climate Change”



• Baron (2001), McWilliams and Siegel (2001) – strategic CSR

• Bénabou and Tirole (2010), Hart and Zingales (2017) – CSR incentives

• Schinkel and Spiegel (2017); Schinkel and Treuren (2021)

• Semi-collusion model – Fershtman and Gandal (1994)

• Consumers have a (growing) willingness to pay for CSR – e.g. Flammer (2015b)

• CSR is a form of product quality improvement – Fershtman and Pakes (2000)

CSR and joint agreements



• Two-stages: Stage 1. CSR investments (v); Stage 2. quantities (q)

• One-shot: contractable; symmetric equilibria

• Constant marginal costs of production (c); fixed transitioning cost (t)

• n-firms, any net WTP (δ), intrinsic motivation (I) – image/goodwill

• Four possible regimes: 

• competition (*);

• CSR agreement (csr);

• production agreement (p);

• full agreement (f)

What type of collaboration promotes CSR?



Varying (net) willingness to pay
price firm i (inverse demand)



Intrinsic motivation
price firm i (inverse demand)



• CSR is a dimension of competition in Stage 1 – business-stealing

• It is costly to produce more responsibly, but it attracts customers

• Coordination eliminates this competitive drive: saving the firms the investments

• Findings in stark contrast with the policy – seeks to allow sustainability agreements only

• Only production agreements increase CSR efforts: competing with better product for the higher rents 

• Yet if a production agreement is allowed, consumer welfare decreases steeply

• Compensation needs to enforced, but there is no surplus wealth to compensate consumers with

• Requires a lot of (private) information – all and full consumer preferences

Policy paradox



… a.k.a.: externalities; less-than-full compensation; ‘Citizens’ welfare standard’

•Introduces redistribution of wealth: from consumers to non-consumers; poor to rich?

•Hugely increases information requirements CA – preferences of all citizens

•Reduces level of sustainability required to compensate for a given price increase

•Weakens bargaining position of CA for green

•Still sustainability agreements are ineffective: 

What about adding ‘Out-of-market-efficiencies’?
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•Risk 1: Cartel greenwashing – minimal green for maximum price increase
• CA would need to constantly monitor a green collaboration
• Prohibitively large information requirements

•Risk 2: Green antitrust providing excuse for continued government failure – Chicken (2015)
• Public policy easily superior (vertical) – regulation, taxes, subsidies
• Allows government to rely on collaborative self-regulation

‘Green Antitrust’ risks to be counter-productive





• What would those be?
• A hurtle to green transition that no firm takes in competition – individual firm benefits too little
• A competitive stand-off that collaboration would ‘unlock’

• Must be more than: little WTP, well-intending CEO, existential threat, altruism

• Spill-over effects – ‘efforts by one firm also benefit other firms’:
• Common cost sharing – Castroviejo et al. (2021) 
• Consumers misunderstanding their own true preferences – education, paternalism 
• Social norm for green appreciation – Inderst (2022, et al.)

• Why would the initiator company not also benefit enough? – empirical question/case-specific

• Why should we expect a coalition to form? – just another FMD?

‘First Mover Disadvantage’



•Truly substantial spill-overs may change the efforts order 

•Schinkel and Spiegel (2017) duopoly –

•This threshold appears to be independent of n – with a decreasing upper-bound 

Spill-overs may cause a ‘First Mover Disadvantage’

price firm i (inverse demand)
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• Collaborative CSR is sympathetic, but risks to be counterproductive

• Competition is a main driver of CSR – for any non-negative net WTP, with altruistic motives too

• CSR agreements tend to reduce CSR efforts – also when firms are intrinsically motivated

• Only strong spill-overs may create FMD – but not obvious that collaboration will improve things

• Competition authorities best stay reserved and ‘tough’: full consumer compensation

• The indispensability requirement needs to be further developed – what “less restrictive means”?

• The debate is badly off: 101(3) TFEU-route is least effective to the green objective

• ‘Yes’ to greening competition law, but: polluting cartels, mergers, abuse, and targeted State aid

Concluding remarks
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